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Explore the meaning of the map
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Initial Exploration Direction
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Need:
- PostIt’s
- Pens/Writing implements
- Print-outs of interesting (process) maps
- A3 paper
- “Process tokens"

5 minutes Introduction 
What is the topic (cartographies of transforming practices, transferring 
knowledge of a transforming practices design process, enable a third party to 
explore).

Key question: how and what do (TP) designers map in their process? How and 
what do they communicate? 

Activities Explanation 
Explain the upcoming activities.

3 minutes 1. Getting information from a map 

Goal:  how do designers distill information in a map.

1. Share an identical map with 3 participants.
2. Each participant has 3 minutes to distill information from this map: what 

does it mean, what story does it tell? Use post-its and sketches.

12 minutes 2. Communicating a map 

Goal:  how do designers communicate information in a map. And a fun start.

Repeat 3x:
- One participant receives a print out of a map/process overview
- Two participants receive a blank sheet of paper and drawing/writing tools.
- The first participant has 3 minutes to verbally communicate what the map 

represents to the other participants.
- As organizer, record the communication details and keep the sketches (ASK 

FOR CONSENT).

9 minutes 3. Communicating a personal map 

Goal:  using the “process tokens” that may represent certain parts of a process, 
what do those shapes/objects elicit?

- Ask every participant to think of a personal design process of theirs (or a 
small part of it).

- Participants have 2 minutes to use the tokens to assemble an overview of 
their process.

- Repeat 3x: every participant has 2 minutes to quickly pitch their process 
“supported by” the process token overview and or post-its, drawings, etc.

1 minute Wrap-up 
Thanks!

First Carousel questions
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Initial prototype

Foam prototype

Booklet prototype
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Questions usertest:

Before:

Hi, I would like to ask you to map your process with our toolkit, for preparation of the test;

Please already think about a project that you are working on right now or worked on in the

past. it works best if you already have thought about the process of that project. the test it

self will take around 20 minutes and is super nice because it will create a nice overview of

your proccess.

Start:

Can you please map your design process?

- you can pick a project you are working on now or a previous project

After mapping:

What do you think of your own overview? (now)

How did you experience this exercise?

How do you normally map your processes? (past)

What are points that are missing/ want to add more depth/information? (future)

What are the elements of this process you want to communicate to others? (future)

User Test Questionnaire
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Test problem-inspired modules
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AR Testing Picture 
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Code for camera autofocus in Vuforia

using System.Collec�ons;

using System.Collec�ons.Generic;

using UnityEngine;

using Vuforia;

public class CameraFocus : MonoBehaviour

{

// Start is called before the first frame update

void Start()

{

VuforiaApplica�on.Instance.OnVuforiaStarted += OnVuforiaStarted;

VuforiaApplica�on.Instance.OnVuforiaPaused += OnPaused;

}

private void OnVuforiaStarted()

{

VuforiaBehaviour.Instance.CameraDevice.SetFocusMode(

FocusMode.FOCUS_MODE_TRIGGERAUTO);

VuforiaBehaviour.Instance.CameraDevice.SetCameraMode(Vuforia.CameraMode.MODE_DEFAUL

T);

}

private void OnPaused(bool paused)

{

if (!paused) // Resumed

{

// Set again autofocus mode when app is resumed

VuforiaBehaviour.Instance.CameraDevice.SetFocusMode(

FocusMode.FOCUS_MODE_TRIGGERAUTO);

}

}

// Update is called once per frame

void Update()

{

}

}
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The final shape of the physical toolkit
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Function introduction sticker

Map your Design 
Process using the 
tokens 

Stick the tokens 
to a magnetic 

board 

Do what you want: 

Connect 

Write

Explore 

Communicate 
& share 

Add examples 
with AR 

1 

Change 
perspective 

 

Go to digital 
platform  

2 

Upload map 
Add information 

 

Apply new 
methods 

+ 

+ 

Share with 
others 

Open source
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